2023 Cornerstone: HBF Impact & Gratitude Report
Thank you, 2022 HBF Board of Directors, for your service to the Foundation

Top, from left: HBF Treasurer Travis Wofford, HBF Director Alistair Dawson, 2022 HBF Chair Christian A. Garza, HBF Director Richard Whiteley, HBF Director Quentin L. Smith.

Bottom, from left: HBF Director Julie Stanger, HBF Director Krisina Zuñiga, HBF Director and HBA Secretary Daniella Landers, HBF Immediate Past Chair Polly Fohn, HBA Immediate Past President and HBF Ex Officio Jennifer A. Hasley, HBF Director Hillary Holmes, and HBF Director Linda Hester.

Not pictured: HBF Director Sejal Brahmbhatt, HBF Director Monica Karuturi, and HBA Executive Director and Secretary of the HBF Board Mindy Davidson.
Houston Bar Foundation Mission Statement

The Houston Bar Foundation was established in 1982 as the charitable arm of the Houston Bar Association. Since that time, the Foundation has supported programs that provide legal representation to the indigent, promote community understanding of our legal system and foster the administration of justice. Through the generosity of its contributors, the Foundation has been able to make a difference in the greater Houston community.

A 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, the Houston Bar Foundation, while started on a shoestring, now has an investment fund standing at approximately $18 million. Regular contributions from individuals, including through our Fellows Program, law firms, companies, and other organizations, as well as the Kay Sim Endowment for Equal Access to Justice in Houston, all serve to advance the Foundation’s ultimate goal of becoming self-sustaining.

We still have a long way to go to reach that goal, and forward progress becomes more difficult when the programs supported by the Houston Bar Foundation see increased need every year. The Houston Bar Foundation is crucial to making the greater Houston area a place where justice for all is a reality.
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A Message from 2022 HBF Chair Christian A. Garza

With gratitude at the heart, I am thrilled to present the next evolution of Cornerstone. In years past, Cornerstone was one of the HBF’s primary storytelling vehicles, published each year to highlight our Fellows, the Foundation’s latest work in the Houston community, and the Foundation’s history. This year, I present to you Cornerstone: HBF Impact & Gratitude Report.

In these pages, you will find more information about where HBF is making an impact in the Houston community. We provide an update on the status of the Kay Sim Endowment for Access to Justice in Houston, a shining example of the generosity of our legal community’s commitment to sustaining the critical services provided by Houston Volunteer Lawyers. Being the charitable arm of the Houston Bar Association, we also spotlight several HBA programs that are funded through the Foundation and that make a difference to our Houston neighbors. Finally, we can never express sufficient gratitude to our Fellows. The Foundation does not fundraise in the typical manner that other nonprofit organizations do. Rather, it relies on the support of our Fellows to provide needed operating funds to continue our mission to promote the rule of law and foster the administration of justice – in short to close the justice gap.

I thank you all for your support of the Houston Bar Foundation this past year. I look forward to standing alongside you as Monica Karuturi takes the helm as the 2023 HBF Chair and continues to drive the Foundation’s success.

Sincerely,
Christian A. Garza
2022 HBF Chair

[Signature]
Kay Sim Endowment – THANK YOU

In 2019, the Houston Bar Foundation launched its campaign for the Kay Sim Endowment to maintain access to justice in Houston. The purpose of the campaign was to ensure sustainability of annual funding for pro bono civil legal services in Houston through Houston Volunteer Lawyers.

The campaign honored Kay Sim, former Executive Director of the Houston Bar Association and Secretary of the Houston Bar Foundation, who dedicated her more than 40-year career to helping Houston lawyers and the people of Harris County. The Kay Sim Endowment Campaign raised approximately $1.7 million. As of June 30, 2022, approximately $1.2 million of the Foundation’s investment fund is restricted to the Kay Sim Endowment.

The Foundation thanks the campaign co-chairs and all who contributed generously to the Kay Sim Endowment.

Kay Sim Endowment Co-Chairs

Judy & David Beck
Shauna Clark and Norton Rose Fullbright US LLP
Lela & Robbin Gibbs
T. Mark Kelly and Vinson & Elkins LLP
Christine LaFollette and Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Nancy McGregor & Neal Manne
Jason M. Ryan and CenterPoint Energy, Inc.
Sheridan & John Eddie Williams, Jr.

Kay Sim Endowment Donors

Vice Chairs
Jane & Doug Bland*
Susan & Barrett Reasoner*

Friends of Kay Sim
Nichole & Benny Agosto, Jr.*
Mary & Jack Balagia*
Susan L. Bickley & Robert Scott Meredith & Carter Crow*
Mindy & Joshua Davidson*
Wendy & Alistair Dawson*
Carrin Parman & Jim Derrick
Melanie Gray & Mark Wawro

Susan & Jim Hart*
Elizabeth & Bill Kroger*
Cristina & Mark Rodriguez*
Sandy & Travis Sales*
Kay Sim*
Travis Torrence & Heath LaPray

Friends of the Houston Bar Foundation
Barry Abrams in honor of
James B. Sales
Susan & Tom Brandt

Keri Brown & Ben Womack
Polly & Stephen Fohn
Lynn & Stewart W. Gagnon
Debbie & Tom Godbold
Tammie & David Harrell
Haynes and Boone Foundation
Lindsey & Greg Heath
Hillary H. Holmes & Matthew Archer
Laura & Jeff Kaplan
Dana & Neil Kelly
Kay Sim Endowment Donors

Kathy Patrick & Arthur Murphy
Annsley & Christopher Popov
Macey & Harry Reasoner
Alexandra & Randall O. Sorrels
Sandy & Bill Swenson

Friends of Justice for All
Hon. Nancy Atlas & Scott Atlas
Dean Michael F. Barry
Paige Bennett
Paige & Gregory Cokinos
Jacquelyn & Collin Cox
Barbara & Jonathan Day
Amy Catherine Dinn
Donna Lax-Edison & Hon. Andrew Edison
Suzan & Julius Glickman
Janet Hansen
Cisselon Nichols Hurd
Debbie & Frank Jones
Rosemary & Albert Kimball
Jay Larry
Hon. Sylvia Matthews & Murray Fogler
Ginni & Richard Mithoff
Jacqueline L. Moy
Pamela Nelson
Tammi Niven
Susan Oehl
Judy & Dudley Oldham
Hon. Christina Bryan & Trey Peacock
Alicia & Shawn Raymond
Aaron Reimer
Debbie & Rocky Robinson
Regina Rogers
Karen & Scott Rozzell
Hon. Frank B. Rynd
Alyssa A. Schindler
Gail Stewart
Travis Wofford
Kenneth R. Wynne

Other Generous Donors
Ben L. Aderholt
James Alfini
Bolivar C. Andrews
Anna Archer

J.M. Perry Archer
Glenn A. Ballard, Jr.
Hon. Patrice Barron
Marla Boyce
Denis Braham
Linda Broocks
Hon. Harvey G. Brown
Nicholas M. Brown
William Buck
Steve Buxbaum
Lucy & Greg Cain
Joseph Callier
Chip Casey
Michael Choeye
Susan Clouthier
Hon. Clarinda Comstock
Ronald Cook
Angela Cox
Doug D’Arche
Mindy Davidson
Otway B. Denny, Jr.
Robert Devlin
Robert DeWitt
Hon. Grant Dorfman
Adrienne Draper
James Dunn
Hon. Keith Ellison
EOG Resources, Inc.
Jim Farrell
Joseph Fischer
Richard Flake
Charles C. Foster
Kelly Frels
Esther Friedman
Family Foundation
Louana Frois
Kerry Galvin
Laura Gibson
Elva Godwin
James Greenwood III
Charles Gregg
Fred Hagans
Hon. Andrew Hanen
Cheryl Love Hanks
Jennifer A. Hasley
Michael Hay

HBAA Charitable Fund, Inc.
Bernard L. Hebinck
Michael L. Herman
Lonny Hoffman
Gregory A. Holloway
John Hollyfield
Hon. Rebeca Huddle
Patrick Hughes
R. Bruce Hurley
Veronica Jacobs
J.W. Don Johnson
Tim Johnson
Lynn Kamin
William Knoll
Douglas Koger
Danniella Landers
Lee R. Larkin
Ronald C. Lewis
Robert MacIntyre
Bob McAughan
Daniel M. McClure
R. Scott McCoy
Jarrel McDaniel
Hon. Margaret Mirabal
Katherine Mize
Michael Moehlman
Audrey Momanae & Jeff Levett
Greg Moore
William Morris
William G. Nolen
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP
Kathy Ochroch
Hon. Kim Ogg
Hon. Dena Palermo
Daniel C. Pappas P.C.
Eric Pardue
Hon. Sandra Peake
Oliver Pennington
Hon. Thomas R. Phillips
Colin Pogge
Allan Port
Erin Powers
Paul Pryzant
Barry Racusin
John Rebman
David C. Redford
James A. Reeder, Jr.
Jeffrey Reitman
John F. Rhem
Emery Richards
Cristina Rodriguez
Alex Roberts
Barbara Runge
Beauna & James B. Sales
Denise & John Scofield®
Lionel Schooler
Marjorie Schultz
Robert A. Scale
Mariann Sears
Tara Shockley
Jennifer Smith
Robert Sohns
Karl Stern
Macey Reasoner Stokes
Jennise Walker Stubbs
SJ Swanson
Gloria F. Tobor
Norma L. Trusch
Mark Wege
Stephen I. Weil
Hon. Ewing Werlein, Jr.
Joe Whear
Carol Wood
Gary Wood
Patrick Yarborough
Hon. Alvin Zimmerman

®Founding members
Where the HBA and HBF Are Making an Impact - THANK YOU

Here are just some of the ways our HBA members are making a difference in the Houston community through programming funded through the HBF. We are very grateful for your support in helping us serve the Houston community through these events.

Harvest Celebration

![Photo credit: Deborah Wallace, Barifeld Photography](image)

The Harvest Celebration is HBA and HBF’s major annual fundraising event in the fall, bringing together Houston’s diverse legal community to support essential pro bono legal services provided by Houston Volunteer Lawyers. Houston Volunteer Lawyers is the largest provider of pro bono legal services in Texas, giving thousands of Houstonians access to justice through its clinics and community partnerships. HVL provides legal aid through its clinics and community partnerships for families in crisis, evictions, veterans, consumer issues, and other civil legal problems, as well as empowers and supports lawyers to volunteer their services. In the 2021-2022 bar year, over 10,000 individuals reached out to HVL for assistance and attorneys from over 100 corporate legal departments and law firms provided free legal representation.

When you attend or sponsor the Harvest Celebration, you are directly supporting HVL’s work. 100% of the net proceeds from Harvest goes to HVL. Thanks to your incredible generosity, the 2022 Harvest Celebration raised over $1 million. Thank you to all of our generous sponsors and to everyone who attended in support of pro bono legal services and helping our Houston neighbors in need.
Thank you to the 2022 Harvest Celebration underwriters for your support and for making a difference

Diamond Sponsors
Baker Botts L.L.P.
Bracewell LLP
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Locke Lord LLP
Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Williams Hart & Boundas, LLP

Ruby Sponsors
Benny Agosto, Jr. and Nikki Agosto
AZA Law
Blank Rome LLP
Chevron Corporation
Litigation Section

Sapphire Sponsors
BakerHostetler LLP
Hon. Harvey Brown
CenterPoint Energy, Inc.
Chamberlain Hrdlicka
LyondellBasell Industries
Phillips 66 Company
Winston & Strawn LLP

Gold Sponsors
Arnold & Porter LLP
Beck Redden LLP
Clouthier Law, PLLC
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Hicks Thomas LLP
King & Spalding LLP
Labor & Employment Section
Latham & Watkins LLP

Silver Sponsors
Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Agosto, Aziz & Stogner
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Alternative Dispute Resolution Section
Jane and Doug Bland
ConocoPhillips
Energy Law Section
Family Law Section
Foley & Lardner LLP
Gibbs and Bruns LLP
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
Tom and Debbie Godbold Halliburton
David and Tammie Harrell JAMS
Johnson Deluca Kurisky & Gould, P.C.
Monica Karuturi and Kumaran Sathymoorthy Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Liskow
McGuireWoods LLP
Michelman & Robinson, LLP
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
Chris and Annsville Popov Real Estate Section
Sidley Austin Foundation
Spencer Fane LLP
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan; Karl Stern
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP
Yetter Coleman LLP

Bronze Sponsors
Akerman LLP
Amegy Bank
Balch & Bingham LLP
Baker Botts LLP
Bissinger, Oshman, Williams & Strasburger LLP
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Burford Perry, LLP
Bush Seyferth PLLC
CITGO Petroleum
Cokinos Young PC
Coné PLLC
Jacquelyn and Collin Cox
Crowe LLP
Mindy and Joshua Davidson
Dentons US LLP
Diggs & Sadler
Digital Insurance, LLC dba One Digital
Dobrowski Stafford LLP
Emma Doineau
Duane Morris LLP
Energy Transfer Enterprise Products
Eversheds Sutherland US LLP
Fayez Sarofim Federal Practice Section
Fogler Brar O’Neil and Gray LLP
Frost Bank
Frost Brown Todd LLC
FTI Consulting
Kerry Galvin
Christian A. and Janet G. Garza Family
Germer PLLC
Hon. Michael Gomez and Diana Gomez
Gray Reed
Hagans Montgomery Hagans
Jim and Susan Hart
Hartline Barger LLP
Hogan Lovells US LLP
Houston Lawyer Referral Service, Inc.
Jim and Cisselton Nichols Hurd
Husch Blackwell LLP
Jackson Walker
Jim Adler & Associates
Jenkins and Kamin, LLP
Jones Day
Crystal Sponsors (Continued)
Rose Sanders Law Firm
Karen and Scott Rozzell
Rusty Hardin & Associates, LLP
Hon. Frank Rynd
Travis and Sandy Sales
Shook Hardy & Bacon LLP
Kay Sim
Hon. Jerry Simoneaux
Tramaine Singleton
Quentin L. Smith
Hon. Susan S. Soussan
Sponsel Miller Greenberg PLLC
Stacy & Baker, PC
Steven C. Howard P.C.
Taxation Section
Taylor, Book, Allen & Morris, LLP
The Buck Family Fund
The Lanier Law Firm
The Law Office of Daniel D. Horowitz, III, PC
The Springer Law Firm PLLC
Jennifer Tomsen
TONER Home Matters
Travis Torrence and Heath LaPray
Samantha Torres and Jimmy Hollowel
Hilary Tyson
Sandy and Greg Ulmer
UnitedHealthcare
Roy and Dominique Varner
Ware, Jackson, Lee, O'Neill, Smith & Barrow, LLP
West Mermis
Richard and Laura Whiteley
Hon. LaShawn A. Williams
Winstead PC
Travis and Dr. Lisa Wofford
Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP
Willie and Ingrid Wood
Andrew Yeh
Ytterberg Deery Knoll LLP
Zabel Freeman Law Firm

Other Sponsors
Animal Law Section
Antitrust & Trade Regulation Section
Robert Berleth
Hon. Julie Countiss
Hazel Donato
Jennifer Walker Elrod
Entertainment & Sports Law Section
Environmental Law Section
Chris Di Ferrante
Edward Festeryga
Mr. and Mrs. Dereck Frederick
Hon. Tanya Garrison
David T. Harvin
HBA Staff
Health Law Section
Hon. Yvonne Y. Ho
Hon. James Horwitz
Samantha Jarvis
Rodney Johnson
In Honor of Kennedy Kent Loftin
In Honor of Kenneth Tekell and Jack Balagia
International Law Section
Camille C. Jenman
Law Practice Management Section
Marcum P.C.
Hon. Beau A. Miller
Hon. Margaret Poissant
Probate, Trusts & Estate Section
Hon. Veronica Rivas-Molloy and David Molloy
Robin Raasch
Susan & Barrett Reasoner
Jane Langdell Robinson
Anna Robshaw, Greenberg Traurig LLP
S. Mayer Law
Hon. Robert Schaffer
Social Security Section
Hon. Charles Spain and John Adecock
Cooper Sukaly

In-Kind Sponsors
Innovative Legal Solutions

Hon. Cheryl Elliott Thornton
Brooks Tobin and Jacquelyn Rex
Hon. Fran Watson
Hon. Ken Wise
Krisina Zuñiga and Rick Houghton
The Golf Tournament is one of the HBA’s largest annual events supporting the Houston Bar Foundation. Whether you join us to play a few rounds with friends and colleagues or you sponsor the event, you’re helping support charitable services through HBF.

Thank you to the sponsors of the 2022 HBA Annual Golf Tournament

Tournament Sponsors
Baker Botts L.L.P.
Consilio
FTI Consulting
Vinson & Elkins LLP

Carts
Rapp & Krock, P.C.

Dinner
Caroline Mediation Center

Registration Table & Lunch
Beck Redden LLP

Yeti Rambler Bottles
Jim Adler & Associates

Drink Stations
Christian Levine Law Group, LLC
Potts Law Firm

Awards
Locke Lord LLP

Longest Drive
Cruver, Robbins & Fu, LLP

Beverage Carts
Esquire
Gray Reed
Olson & Olson LLP

Driving Range
Scott Link Mediations

Hole Sponsors
Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Agosto, Aziz & Stogner
Bartholet Mediation, P.C.
Clouthier Law, PLLC
Coné PLLC
Crowe LLP
ESI (Engineering Systems, Inc.)
LexisNexis
Lexitas
Madan Law PLLC
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Ogletree Deakins Nash Smoak & Stewart, PC
Scott Link Mediations
U.S. Legal Support
Veritext
Worldwide Court Reporters

Tees
Ferguson Braswell Fraser Kubasta PC
Scott Link Mediations
Terry G. Fry PC
Sorrels Law

Judges' Golf Ball Sponsorships
Hon. Mike Engelhart,
Judge, 151st Civil District Court
Hon. Robert K. Schaffer,
Judge, 152nd Civil District Court

Giveaway Prizes
ATA Associates, Inc.
Benjamin Roberts Law, PLLC
John Ngunjiri
The O'Neill Law Firm PLLC
The race is named in honor of the late John J. Eikenburg, who during his presidency of the HBA in 1986 wanted the HBA to host an annual charity run for HBA membership to become more involved in the community. Now in its 38th year, the HBA John J. Eikenburg Law Week Fun Run benefits The Center for Pursuit, a nonprofit, United Way agency, that provides employment, enrichment, residential, and health care services to individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) and autism in the Houston area. So far, the HBA has donated over $1.6 million through this annual event.

Thank you to the sponsors of the 2022 John J. Eikenburg Law Week Fun Run

Gold Sponsors
American National Bank & Trust
Steven Howard Mediations
Phillips 66
Locke Lord LLP
Archer Solutions
Anne & Don Fizer Foundation
Jane and Doug Bland
Harris County Precinct One
Constable Alan Rosen
Winston & Strawn LLP
Strohmeyer Law
King & Spalding LLP
Jim Adler & Associates
Norton Rose Fullbright US LLP
Vinson & Elkins LLP

Bronze Sponsors
Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Agostro, Aziz & Stogner
Amicus Search Group
Baker Botts L.L.P.
Baker Hostetler LLP
Bracewell LLP
Judge Kyle Carter
Duane Morris LLP
Fullenweider Willhite, P.C
Gregor Wynne Arney PLLC
HBA Family Law Section
Hartline Barger LLP
HBA Litigation Section
HBA Real Estate Section
HBAA Charitable Fund, Inc.
Holland & Knight
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Ireland McDaniel
Jackson Walker L.L.P.
Jenkins & Kamin, L.L.P.
Johnson, Trent & Taylor, L.L.P.
Jones Day
Rapp & Krock, P.C.
Reed Smith LLP
Benjamin Roberts Law, PLLC
Ross Reporting Services, Inc.
Serpe Jones
Shearman & Sterling LLP
Shook, Hardy & Bacon L.L.P.
South Texas College of Law Houston
Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP
Law Office of Diane St. Yves, PLLC
Veritas Research, L.P.
Zach Wolfe Law Firm

Silver Sponsors
AZA Law
Baker McKenzie
Terry G. Fry, P.C.
Matthews & Associates

Best Friends of the Run Sponsors
Jeffrey S. Abrams
Alvarez Stauffer Bremer PLLC
Gray Reed
Ryan and Broookle Boutet
Habitat for Humanity

The HBA is one of the longest and most consistent supporters of Houston Habitat for Humanity. The Houston Bar Foundation and members of the HBA collaborate with Houston Habitat for Humanity to provide homes for deserving local families through home builds and fundraising efforts. Whether you work alongside other volunteers to help build a home, or donate to our fundraising campaign, your contribution helps make homeownership a reality for Houstonians.

Thank you to the donors who contributed to the HBA Habitat for Humanity houses in 2022

Barry Abrams
Benny & Nikki Agosto
Marilyn & Bolivar Andrews
Beck Redden LLP
Thomas Brandt
Brian T. Broussard
Hon. Harvey Brown
Cersonsky and McAnelly, P.C.
Chevron
Mindy and Joshua Davidson
Amy Catherine Dinn & Jake Goldstein
EOG
Patrice Ferguson
Frost Brown Todd
Donn Fullenweider and Wendy Fullenweider
Victoria Gipson
Ann and Tom Greene
Read Hammond
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Law Offices of Candace L. Kunz-Freed, PLLC
Victoria Lazar
Locke Lord LLP

Lockwood & Jones
Mary Marantonis
William and Lucinda Matthews
Mary J. McKerall
Christian Menefee
Stephen C. Pappas, MD, JD
Trisha Pollard
Lindsey Postula
Walter S. Rainey
Stacey Ransleben
Michael Rasmussen
John Rentz
Robert Seale
Shook Hardy & Bacon
Kay Sim
Jeffery Tinkham
Travis Torrence
Dominique Marshall Varner
RO Werlein
Newton W. and Jennifer Todd Wilson
Wright Close & Barger LLP
Other Programs Funded through the Houston Bar Foundation

HBA & HYLA Military & Veterans Committees and Combined Arms Fire Team Relay

Photos courtesy of Anthony Raythbun

The First Annual Fire Team Relay, co-hosted by the HBA and HYLA Military and Veterans committees, raised over $20,000 for programs delivered through Combined Arms and veterans programs under the HBA/HBF/HVL Veterans Legal Initiative. The HBA and HYLA worked closely together to ensure veterans were at the forefront of this new event by hosting it the day after Veterans Day and with proceeds directly benefiting local veterans programs. The organizers also sourced the food for the event from a local veteran-owned business, Max's Wine Dive.

HBA Law Day Poster, Photo, and Essay Contest Prizes

Law Day has been sponsored and promoted by the American Bar Association and the Houston Bar Association since 1958, when President Dwight Eisenhower designated it a national holiday. The HBA joins local and state bar associations nationwide in sponsoring activities surrounding May 1. While the HBA calls its celebration “Law Week,” it encompasses much more. The HBA and HBF sponsor an essay contest, poster contests, and photography contests where students interpret the theme of Law Day and submit their work to the Law Week Committee.
Thank you to the 2022 Law Day contest judges:

**Poster, Photography, and Special Needs Contests:**  
Emily Banse, Bracewell LLP  
Jillian Beck, Hogan Lovells US LLP  
Michael Butera, Harris County District Attorney’s Office  
Kevin Corcoran, Hedrick Kring, PLLC  
Cindy Dinh, Mayer Brown LLP  
Hon. Kem Frost, Retired 14th Court of Appeals Justice  
Linda Hester, Philips 66 Company  
Tiffany Hill, Law Office of Tiffany M. Hill  
Casey Little, Harris County District Attorney’s Office  
Hon. Erin Lunceford, Lunceford ADR, LLC  
Christine Ng, TC Energy  
Michele Oncken, Harris County District Attorney’s Office  
Mariann Sears, Harris County Robert W. Hainsworth Law Library  
Charles Shaw, Harris County District Attorney’s Office

**Essay Contest:**  
Hon. Janice Berg, 247th Family Court  
Hon. Tanya Garrison, 157th District Court  
Hon. Jerry Simoneaux, Probate Court No. 1  
Hon. Kem Frost, Retired 14th Court of Appeals Justice  
Hon. Martha Jamison, 164th District Court  
Hon. Peter Kelly, 1st Court of Appeals  
Hon. Te’iva J. Bell, 339th Criminal Court  
Hon. Jerry Zimmerer, 14th Court of Appeals

**2022 Law Day First Place Contest Winners**

1st Place Essay: Pranav Chemudupaty, DeBakey High School (Houston ISD)  
1st Place Photography: Myles Tran, Wide School (Private)  
1st Place Poster (K-2nd Grade): Jayleen Lopez, Wesley Community Center MABA/HisBA Poster Workshop  
1st Place Poster (3rd-5th Grade): Tream Woodard, Anderson Academy (Aldine ISD)  
1st Place Poster (6th-8th Grade): Khristan Tran, Willow Wood Jr. High School (Tomball ISD)  
1st Place Special Needs Individual Poster: Gabriel Fara, Carl Wunsche High School (Spring ISD)  
1st Place Special Needs Team Poster: Jillian Caputo & Herie Soto-Ortiz, The HUB Houston (Private)  
1st Place Special Needs Photography: Kadarius Brown, Carl Wunsche High School (Spring ISD)
Harris County Court Administrators Continuing Education Grant

The Foundation has provided regular grants to underwrite education for Harris County court personnel that is related directly to the administration of justice.

HBA Lawyers for Literacy Committee Book Drives

The HBA Lawyers for Literacy Committee holds book drives every year to accept new and gently used children’s books, as well as hardback fiction. Donations are given to local organizations serving children and veterans.

Campaign Against Homelessness and Hunger Committee

The HBA Campaign to End Homelessness and Hunger Committee regularly hosts volunteering events at the Houston Food Bank to help inspect, sort, and repackage donated food for community distribution. The committee also hosts its annual Veteran Holiday Gift Bag Project, where our legal community comes together to donate, pack, and deliver gifts to Houston area homeless veterans.

This past year, the HBF also supported the Houston Area Women’s Center and LAWteria, which was hosted by the Hispanic Issues Section of the State Bar of Texas, benefitting the Texas Access to Justice Foundation.
Our Fellows Program – THANK YOU

The Houston Bar Foundation’s strength as the Houston Bar Association’s charitable arm is because of its Fellows. The Foundation does not fundraise in the typical sense. Only members of Houston Bar Association are eligible to become HBF Fellows, and only a small number of our members (less than 1%) are invited to join each year. Even so, the Foundation relies on its Fellows for operational support for its programs beyond its annual grant to Houston Volunteer Lawyers.

Thank you to this special community of Houston attorneys who are dedicated to closing the justice gap in Houston.
Continuing Sustaining Life Fellows

Allen, William A.
Arias, Scott J.
Barron, Hon. Patrice M.
Beck, David Joseph
Beirne, Martin D.
Bickley, Susan Louise
Blanco, Ileana M.
Book, William C.
Braham, Denis Clive
Brauer, Sylvia Robertson
Brooks, Linda +
Brown Jr., Hon. Harvey G. +
Cabaniss, John T.
Cagle, Stephen H.
Carter, John L.
Clarke, Robert L.
Clote, Paul David
Cogan Jr., John P.
Cook, Ronald Earl
Cunningham, Tom Alan
Dahlin II, Roland E.
DeGuerin, Dick
Devlin, Robert G.
DeWitt, Robert A.
Dube, Patricia Kay
Dunlap, David G.
Flowers Jr., Richard L.
Frels, Kelly
Glidden, Craig B.
Godfrey, H. Lee
Graham, Michael Paul
Gray, Melanie
Hansen, Janet Pignataro
Hedges, Daniel Kuldell
Hill, Graham
Hollyfield, John S.
Hoppe, Karl Coulter
Hunsaker Jr., Barry
Hurd, Charles Wesley
Hyde, Daniel A.
Johnson, Gary C.
Jones, Frank Griffith +
Jordan, W. Carl
Ketchand, Robert L.
Kirkendall, Tom +
Knull, Yolanda C.
Krist, Scott C.
LaFollette, Christine B.
Lamboy, Catherine A.
Lopez, David T.
Maloney, James Edward +
Marston III, Edgar Jean
Moehlman, Michael S.
Murray, Craig William
Nichols, Nick C.
Noel, William David
O'Toole, Austin M.
Papadopoulos, Imogen Sherman
Parker, Charles R.
Perrin, Michael Warren
Phifer, Michael L.
Reasoner, Harry M. +
Robertson, James Leron
Rogers Jr., Eddy James
Rosenbaum, Glen A.
Rozzell, Scott E.
Sales, James B.
Seale Jr., Robert A.
Shank, Daniel F.
Skelton Jr., James W. +
Stacy, Chris A. +
Tipps, Stephen G.
Trent, T. Christopher
Tudzin, Ellis L. +
Wagner, Brett
Wallace, John B.
Wawro, Mark L. D.
Weiss, T. F.
Wilson III, Newton W. (Trey)
Worthington, William A.
Wynne, Kenneth R. +
Sustaining Life Fellows

Abrams, Barry +
Adam, William Kendall
Adams, Wayne
Adolph, Thomas H.
Akers, Brock Cordt
Allen, John C.
Almquist, Arthur R.
Alsop, Richard C.
Amonett, Judy Kemp
Andell, Hon. Eric Gordon
Androphy, Joel M.
Arellano, Lee
Atlas, Hon. Nancy Friedman
Atnipp, Douglas C.
Bachmann, Richard H.
Bair, Ronald Lee
Baker, Hon. Caroline E.
Baker III, James Addison
Balagia Jr., Jack
Bankston, Ronald G.
Barbour, Larry Gregory
Barker, Dean Gregory
Barnett, E. William
Barnett Jr., James P.
Bateman, Robert H.
Benton, Hon. Levi J.
Berg, David Howard
Berg, Mark S.
Bergman, Edward Trey
 Bilger, Bruce R.
Blackshear Jr., A.T.
Bland, Douglas Stewart
Bland, Hon. Jane Nenninger
Block, Elaine Woodley
Bogdan, Eric Alan Von
Boone, James Arthur
Boudreaux, Alan John
Boyar, J. William
Brann, Richard R.
Brann, Scott R.
Briggs, Russell S.
Bristow, B. Daryl
Brown, David Hurst
Brown, Hon. Karen Kennedy
Brown, Timothy Richard
Burke Jr., Hon. William Rambo
Butler, Rick S.
Cahill Jr., John Patrick
Campagna, Larry A. +
Carrigan, Stephen P.
Chaudoir, E. Patrick

Christopher, C. Vance
Clawater, Wayne
Cochran Jr., John Robert
Cokinos, Gregory M.
Connelly, Michael O’Neal
Cook Jr., Russell Louis
Copeland Jr., Morgan Lee
Cowan, Hon. Finis E.
Culppepper, Jimmie Leonard
Curry, Alton Frank
Davidson, Joshua
Davidson, Mindy Gottlieb
Day, Jonathan
DeGeurin, Mike
Denny Jr., Otway B.
Derrick Jr., James V.
Dickey, Will G.
Doherty, Larry J.
Dow, Melvin A.
Ellis, Katherine P.
Ellis III, W. Richard (Dick)
Ellison, Kathleen R.
Ellison, Hon. Keith P.
Ellwood, Daniel L.
Emmott III, Jack Harold
Eskridge III, Hon. Charles R.
Ferguson, Patrice Leigh +
Finch, Michael Paul
Finnean IV, William Nicholas
Fisher, Wayne
Fleming, George M.
Floyd, Ben B.
Flynn, Barry Gratton
Flynn, Jeannine C.
Fohn, Stephen P.
Foster, Charles C.
Fox, Jan Woodward
Fox, Wayne C.
Francis, Paul Sanders
Frost, Claudia Wilson
Fry, Terry G.
Funderburk, Larry B.
Fuqua II, Richard Lee +
Gagnon, Stewart W. +
Garcia, Frank T.
Gibbs, Robin C.
Giles, Thomas E.
Glass, Douglas B.
Glickman, Julius
Godbold, Tom
Goforth, Daniel O.
Gonzalez, Steven Matthew
Goolsby, George Franklin
Gover, Alan Shore
Graml, John A.
Granger, J. Weldon +
Gray Jr., Robert F.
Griffin Jr., Campbell A.
Hagerty, Kevin J.
Hamel, Lee
Hanen, Hon. Andrew S.
Harrell, Tammie Ferguson
Hebinc, Bernard L.
Hendrick III, Max +
Hennessy, Edward J.
Hester, Prof. Tracy Don +
Hewitt, Lester L.
Hinton, Paula Weems
Hirsch, Reginald A.
Hogan, Jennifer Bruch
Holstead, John B.
Hope, Henry W.
Hughes, John D.
Hughes, Patrick L.
Huguenard, James A.
Irvine, John A.
Ivey, J. David
Jines, Michael Lee
Johns, Gail
Johnson, Tim
Jones, Gregory N.
Kacal Jr., George ‘Jerry’
Kain, John Owen
Kamin, Lynn +
Keen, Brenda D.
Kelly, Hugh Rice
Kelly, T. Mark
Kessler, Michael P.
Kirkpatrick, Melinda Wesner
Kissner, Todd A.
Koenig, Rodney C.
Kormeier Jr., Victor
Kornblit, Suzanne Platt
Kosturakis, Irene
Krist, Kevin D.
Krist, Ronald D.
Kroger, William Karl
Kuhn, Michael
LaBoon, Robert Bruce
Landry III, A.M. Andy
Lapin, Robert E.
Law, Richard M.
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Lee, John A.
Lewis, J. Craig
Liberato, Lynne
Limmer, James H.
Livingston, Laddie
Londa, Jeffrey Charles
Lowerre, William G.
Lynch, John F.
Mace, C. Robert +
Manne, Neal S.
Masters, Claude B.
Matthews, Charles W.
Matthews, Guy E.
Matthiesen, David G.
Maynard, William L.
McAnelly, Elaine S.
McCarter, Louis Eugene
McCarty, James W.
McConnell III, Paul J.
McConnico, Kenneth David
McDowell, John Thomas
McNiel, D. Ferguson
Meadows, Robert E.
Miller, Hon. Gray H.
Mirabal, Hon. Margaret Garner
Mitchell, Thomas J.
Morris, William W.
Moser, Bertrand Carl +
Murphy, Harlan
Myers, Franklin
Nathan, Marvin D.
Neel, Michael Clark
Nettles, Eugene M.
Newsome, Kent
Noel Jr., D. Bobbitt
Norton, Carl L.
Oldenettel, Rick Lee
Pannill, William P.
Pappas, Daniel C. +
Patman, Carrin Foreman
Paul, Thomas Daniel
Pennington, Lisa H.
Perrin, Harry A.
Phillips, Michael
Phillips, Hon. Thomas R.
Pickering, Michael R.
Pirtle, Lawrence J.
Plato, Richard M.
Pletcher, Timothy Hale
Port, P. Allan
Quan, Gordon
Raborn, James R.
Ramsey, Mark R.
Reasoner, Barrett H.
Restrepo, Ronald J. +
Rhem, John F.
Rice III, James L.
Rider, Roger A.
Riedmueller, Norman
Riley, Timothy D.
Roche, Thomas M.
Rogers, Regina J.
Rose, David Alan
Ruth, James C.
Sartwelle, Thomas P.
Saunders, Michael Young
Sayre, Candice E.
Schick, Robert M.
Schooler, Lionel Mark
Schwartz, Charles Walter
Schwartz, Richard Austin +
Sears, Mariann
Sechrist, Terrie L.
Septimus, Susan S. +
Shaddix, James W.
Simonton Jr., Frank Hamilton
Slusser, William C.
Smith, Walter J.
Snyder Jr., Norman Edward
Sohns Jr., Robert C.
Sorrel, Randall Owen
Soussan, Hon. Susan S.
Spalding, Andrew F.
Stephens, Robert Gary
Stern, Karl S.
Still, Charles Henry (Hank)
Stone, Hon. Kathleen S.
Strasburger, John B. +
Sutton, Michael O.
Swan, Michael Kyle
Svonke, Gerard J.
Taylor, Amy Dunn
Taylor II, Robert G.
Tekell, Kenneth Lee
Thurlow, Thomas N.
Towber, Preston T.
Trevathan, Hon. Richard
Trusch, Norma Levine
Vaden III, Frank S.
Vaughan, Stephen Michael
Vetter, Prof. Greg R.
Vorpahl, Joanne M.
Wahrlich, Fred
Walls, Olney G.
Wauson, John
Weathers Jr., Walter T.
Weber, Fredric Alan
Welsh, H. Ronald
Werlein Jr., Hon. Ewing
Wilde Jr., Carlton
Willeford, Byron L.
Williams Jr., John Eddie +
Williams, Randy W.
Wilshire Jr., Eugene B.
Wilson, Richard J.
Wittenmyer, John David
Womble, William T.
Wood, John W.
Yale Jr., William Dickinson
Yetter, R. Paul
Zager, Steven M.
Zimmerman, Hon. Alvin L.
Zito, Nicholas E.
Abbott, Hon. Gregory W.
Abrams, Jeffry S.
Adams, Robert L.
Addison, Linda L.
Addison, Max M.
Aderhold, Ben Louis
Adkins Jr., Ward Noble
Adler, Jim S.
Adrogué, Sofia
Aguirre, Richard
Ahmad, Joseph Y.
Airola, Mark Joseph
Aksamit, Roger D.
Alexander, Jeffrey C.
Allen, Brad A.
Allen, Jannalyn
Allen, Robert Barton
Allen Jr., Thomas Scott
Allison, William B.
Allhouse, J.D. Bucky
Amaon, Gary Patrick
Anaipakos, Demetros
Anaipakos, John V.
Anderson, Gregg
Andrews, Bolivar C.
Andrews, Sally S.
Andrews, William Kenton
Anschutz, Everett L.
Arango, Ana
Archer, John Martin Perry
Archer, Joseph F.
Archer, Matthew Reid
Ardoin III, James Madison
Armogida, Carolyn L.
Armogida, Jim
Arreaza, Cesar E.
Arrington, Scott J.
Arthur, Harry C.
Asmus, Deborah Ward
Atkins, Jerry K.
Austin, Page I.
Avila Katine, Mitchell
Axelrad, Mary S.
Aycock, Charles L.
Ayers, Howard
Babcock, Charles L.
Backus, Marcia Ellen
Bacon, Paul Douglas
Bagwell, Louis L.
Bailey, Julie Lenahan
Bailey, William (Bill) G.
Baird, James V.
Baker, Bryan W.
Baker, Charles Mark
Baker, Charles S.
Baker, Debra Tsuchiyama
Bakun, Estelle Carol
Ball, Craig Douglas
Ballard Jr., Glenn A.
Ballard, Jack D.
Bankhead, Sherry
Barclay, Byron Keith
Bardwell, Charles M.
Barker, James H.
Barnett, Barry
Barnett, Fritz
Barnett, Ned
Barrett, Robert F.
Barry, Dean Michael F.
Bartlett Jr., James William
Barton, Daniel Patrick
Bass, Larry Wynn
Bass, Margaret Suzanne
Bates, David Matthew
Bates, Robert Dodd
Battaglini, Kim Bernard
Bauch, Susan L.
Bavousett, Steve A.
Bayko, Tom
Bayless, Bobbie G.
Bays, David Miller
Beale, David F.
Beck, Roger Q
Beckham Jr., Charles A.
Beckworth, John B.
Behelfer, Cynthia Trevino
Behrman, C. Thomas
Beich, Fritz P.
Bell, Michael K.
Bell, Rene Francois
Bellatti, Mary-Ann A.
Benecke, Candise Thompson
Bennett, Paige
Bennett, Robert Stephen
Benoit, Bradley Jason
Benoit, Brent Alan
Bently, Barton R.
Berg, Thomas S.
Bergez, Craig M.
Berlanga, Jose Arturo
Berry, Elizabeth Black
Bersch, Timothy R.
Bertolatus, Roy Edward
Beyer, Stanley C.
Bianchi, Hon. Richard P.
Bickham, Jonathan Thomas
Biegel, Steven R.
Bingham, Bradley M.
Binion, Parker Bond
Binstock, Robert J.
Birenbaum, Vicki A.
Birnberg, Gerald Mark
Bishop, Sonya Hill
Bissell, John G.
Black, John Thomas
Blair, Graham Kerin
Blanc, Robert S.
Bland, John L.
Blansfield Jr., Ernest J.
Blizzard, Edward F.
Blodgett, John Kevin
Bloome, Susan L.
Bluestein, Ed
Bluestein, Samuel J.
Bodron, Mark A.
Bonham, William D.
Bonney, Roger
Bopp, Gregory M.
Boston Jr., James R.
Boulware, Margaret Anne
Bouthillette, Max Louis
Bowes, Thomas P.
Bowman, John Preston
Boyce, Hon. Bill
Boyce, Maria Wyckoff
Boyd, Larry P.
Boyer, Carmella C.
Bracht, Gerald L.
Bracken, Geoffrey H.
Bradshaw-Hull, Christopher
Bradshaw-Hull, Hon. Lynn Marie
Bragg, Melanie
Brandt, Susan J.
Brandt, Thomas Jeffrey
Branstley, John Randolph
Brenlin, John O.
Bresenhan Jr., Maurice L.
Bresk, M. Scott
Brice, W. Robins
Brister, Hon. Scott A.
Bro, Brian E.
Brocheinstein, Fran
Broesche, Travis Charles
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Brookhart, Walter R.
Brooks, Darin Lee
Brown, Barry Allan
Brown, Charles Alvin
Brown, Heather L.
Brown, Hon. Jeffrey V.
Brown, Keri
Brown, Nancy Jean
Brown, Sam J.
Brownfield, Gail M.
Browning, Kent J.
Browning, Robert M.
Bruman, Elizabeth M.
Bruns, Phillip Troy
Buchanan, Prof. G. Sidney
Buck, John H.
Buck, William Rollins
Burbach, Edward D.
Burch, Kenneth Wesley
Burch, Reagan
Burdick, Rick L.
Burdine, Scott G.
Burg, Michael S.
Burgert, Amy Marlyse
Burke, Carol Martin
Burleson, Richard L.
Burman, Darryl Michael
Burnett Jr., Riley Louis
Burrow, David H.
Busby, Erin Glenn
Busby, Hon. J. Brett
Butler, Randall E.
Buxbaum, Steven Andrew
Cabello, Jesus David +
Caddell, Michael A.
Caflisch, George
Cage, Lowell T.
Cagle, Hon. R. Jack
Cagney Jr., Richard B.
Cain, Gregory L. +
Cain, John Craig
Caldwell, Rodney K.
Callaway Jr., Richard F
Cammack, Sharon D.
Campbell, Bert Louis
Candler, Magali Suarez
Cano, Rudy
Capps, David L.
Carano, Boyd G.
Carnahan, G. Mike
Carnes, Thomas P.
Carpenter, Kathy
Carr, Edward A.
Carrigan, Mark Andrew
Carrington, McKen Vincent
Carroll, Stephen K.
Carter, Johnny W.
Carter Jr., Winstol D.
Carver III, Gordon Malone
Cascio, Frank L.
Casey, Patricia L.
Casey, Shawn Russel
Cash, Michael P.
Cashion, Shelley
Cavalier, Craig H.
Cavender, Anthony Byrd
Cenatiempo, Michael J.
Cersovsky, M. H.
Chafin, Janet Douvas
Chalker, Wilton F.
Chapman, Patricia G.
Chapoton Sr., John E.
Charette, Robbie Gail
Chase, A. Scot
Chavez, J. Anthony
Chenoweth, Eric P.
Cherry, Mary Marti
Chow, Hon. Hannah L.
Choyke, Michael A.
Christian, James W.
Christopher, Hon. Tracy E.
Ciotti, Karan C.
Cire Jr., George Edward
Clark, Benjamin G.
Clark Jr., Bernard F.
Clark, Betty (Kit) Stovall
Clark, Michael E.
Clark, Shauna Johnson
Clendenin, Craig Haworth
Clingman, Rachel Giesber
Clore, Lawrence H.
Cody III, Harvey H.
Cogdell, Dan Lamar
Coghlan, Kelly Jack
Cohen, Joseph S.
Cohen, Mark
Cohen, Hon. Murry B.
Colbert III, William Howard
Coleman, Bryan D.
Coley, Randolph C.
Collie Jr., Robert M.
Collins, John M.
Collins, Michael J.
Collins III, William Joseph
Condrey, William V.
Conlon, Michael William
Conlon, Patrick J.
Conner, Thomas Reaves
Connolly, William B.
Conrad, Charles C.
Cook, B. Thomas
Cook, Brendan D.
Cook, H. Fred
Cooke Jr., Claude E.
Cooksey, Taylor V.
Cooney, James Patrick
Cooper-Hill, Hon. Jane
Corcoran, Victoria
Cordell, Thomas D.
Cormier, Rufus P.
Corn, Robert M.
Cornell, James L.
Coston, R. Richard
Cotrurn, Sherri L.
Countiss, Richard N.
Cox, Angela Birch
Cox, Collin J.
Crair Jr., Edward B.
Crawford, Stanley Wyne
Crook, William Marshall
Crouch, James A.
Crow, Carl V.
Crow, Carter
Crowe, Cynthia M.
Crowley, Timothy J.
Cruden, Irene Kopelman
Cruse, Richard R.
Cruse Jr., Sam W.
Culotta, Kenneth S.
Cunningham, Scott Douglas
Curtis, Cari L.
Dale, Alan S.
Dameris, Thad T.
Daniel, Robert D.
Darlow, Debbie
Davie, Robert C.
Davidson, Charley A.
Davidson, Joe R.
Davis, C. Michael
Davis, Jeffrey S.
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Davis III, Platt W.
Dawson, Alistair B.
Dawson, Carl Rapier
Dawson Jr., John C.
De Sloover, Tonja
Deaton III, Alfred L.
Deaver Jr., Albert B.
DeAyala, E.F. Mano
Dees, J. Gordon
Dees, Robert Glen
Delflache, Marc Louis
Dent III, A.L.
Devlin, Mary Beth
Dewey, Richard Barrens
Diaz-Arrastia, George Ravelo
Dickerson, Steven Lynn
Dietrich, Sarah Sharlot
Diggs, Cynthia Thomson
Dilg, Joseph Carl
Dillard, D. Diane
Dinkins, Carol E.
Dinn, Amy Catherine
Dinnin, Michael Landon
Dobbs, Michal W.
Dobrowski, Paul J.
Dodd, Jeff C.
Donaldson, Michael P.
Donnell, James
Donovan, Hon. John
Dorfman, Hon. Grant
Doty, James Robert
Douglas, James Matthew
Douglass, Paula T.
Dowdy, Alicia K.
Downey, Hon. Dan M.
Doyle, Frank Alan
Doyle, James Eloi
Doyle, Sharon Steele
Drabek, Jaime A.
Dudensing Jr., Walter Carl
Duffy, Dennis P.
Dunn, James A.
Dutton, Uriel E.
Dye, Phillip B.
Eastland, S. Stacy
Easton, John F.
Echevarria II, Ramon Luis
Edelman, Richard H.
Edison, Hon. Andrew Michael
Edwards, Brady S.

Eidman Jr., Jack E.
Eisenberg, Philip Guy
Elacqua, James J.
Elder III, James H.
Eldridge, John R.
Elizondo, Candelario
Elizondo, Terry Lea
Elliott, Hon. Brady G.
Elliott, Lucas Thomas
Elliott, Paul Reichert
Ellis, Ann C.
Ellis, Rodney
Elrod, Hon. Jennifer L. Walker
Emerson, John G.
Engel, Barry Eric
England, Angela Gwyn Pence
Epperson, Barbara
Erwin Jr., R. Harding
Estes II, Carl Lewis
Etnyre Jr., Robert H.
Evans, Mark C.
Falk, Sheryl Anne
Fargo, Wilson D.
Farias-Sorrels, Alexandra
Farley, B. J.
Farmer, Michael D.
Feldcamp, Larry B.
Feldt, Harrell
Fernandes, Edward F.
Ferrrell, R. Stephen
Fibich, Kenneth Thomas
Finder, Lawrence David
Fitch, Charles E.
Flack, Paul D.
Fladung, Richard D.
Flake, Richard Paul
Fleckman, Dan A.
Flegle, Jim L.
Fletcher, Scott
Flint, Deborah Sue
Flynn, Patrick M.
Flynn-DuPart, Mary Lou
Fogler, Murray
Fohn, Polly
Foley, Veronica H.
Folladori, Marc H.
Fons, Lynette Kay
Ford III, Don Duane
Forestier, Thomas J.
Foster, W. Douglas

Fountain, Thomas M.
Fowler II, Joe Robert
Fowler, Hon. Wanda McKee
Fox, Thomas Robert
Fraga, Hon. David O.
Frankel, Richard
Frankfort, Todd M.
Franklin, Jacky B.
Franklin, Ronald G.
Freeman, Ronald
Frels, Jonathan Kelly
French, Layne Bryan
Friedman, J. Kent
Frizzell, Jean C.
Frois, Theodore M.
Frost, Sharla J.
Fulkerson, Thomas M.
Fullenweider, Donn C.
Fullenweider, Keith R.
Gallagher, Kathleen A.
Gallagher, Lori Meghan
Gallagher, Michael T.
Galligan, Mary S.
Gannaway, Geoff A.
Ganucheu, Thomas Edward
Garcia, Alicia V.
Garcia, Hon. Carolyn C.
Garcia, Roland
Garner, Kathryn Vardeman
Garza, Mario M.
Garza, Sergio
Gee Jr., Harry
George, J. Wiley
Gerachis, George M.
Gerdes, Steven H.
Gerold, Frank W.
Gerstner, Karen S.
Gibson, Laura
Gilbert, Jeffrey Robert
Gillaspie, Tommy W.
Gilman, Jeffrey L.
Giovannini, Regina
Glazer, Jarrold Alan
Gleason, V. Randolph
Glesby, Gary Steven
Glober Jr., George Edward
Glover, John Hamilton
Godwin, Hon. George H.
Gold, Paul N.
Golden, John Thomas
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Goldstein, Edward William
Goldstein, Jack C.
Gomez, Diana Perez
Gomez, Lynne Marie
Gomez, Hon. Michael P.
Gonzalez-Falla, Celso M.
Good, Scott Bradley
Gore, Jennifer Montgomery
Grace Jr., James M.
Graham, Bert
Graul, Don West
Gray Jr., A. Duncan
Greendyke, Hon. William R.
Greenberg, Roger B.
Greenwalt, R. Todd
Gregg, Charles R.
Gregg, Gregory L.
Griffith, David P.
Griffith, Marguerite B.
Grimes, Ellen Elkins
Grimes Jr., Grover S.
Grimes, Pearson
Grinsted, S. Tevis
Grossberg, Marc E.
Guariglia, Hon. Diane M.
Guiberteau, Oliver -Jim-Guilfoyle, Matthew C.
Gunn, Jerry W.
Gunter III, J. Clifford
Gutermuth, William D.
Guyton Jr., Dewuse
Guzman, Hon. Eva M.
Haag, Edmund Lee
Hagans, Fred
Hagstette, Eric S.
Hair, Patricia
Halbach Jr., Hon. Joseph J. (Tad)
Hall, Charles W.
Hall Jr., James M.
Hall, Russell Warren
Hallick, Martin
Hamilton, Brett L.
Hamilton, Patricia F.
Hammert, Jr., James V.
Hampton, Hartley
Hanks Jr., Hon. George C.
Hardin Jr., Rusty
Hardy III, George P.
Harman, Larry A.
Harmon, P.J. Murphey
Harpold, Grant Parker
Harrell Jr., David E.
Harrell, Eve Lieber
Harrell, Robert S.
Harrington, Rick A.
Harris, Britton Byron
Harris, Erica Ruth Worth
Harris, Kathleen Forrest
Harris, Lauren Beck
Harris, Warren W.
Harrison, Al
Harrison, Clifford L.
Harrison, Ronnie Ellen Gidseg
Hart Jr., Bill J.
Hart, Jim S.
Hartline, Edward E.
Harrick, Janice K.
Harvill, Dale Marion
Harvin, Andrew R.
Harvin, David T.
Hasley, Gregory M.
Hasley, Jennifer A.
Hawk, Eugene Blake
Hay, Michael Tabor
Hayes, William R.
Hays, Michael S.
Heath, Gregory G.
Heinrich, Timothy J.
Helliker, Carol
Hellums, Hon. Bonnie Crane
Henderson, Jay Hodges
Henderson, Thomas S.
Hendricks, Randal Arlan
Hendryx, Michael
Henke, Charlie
Henkel III, Lee Hampton
Herman, Lee Edward
Herman, Michael Lance
Herring, Laura Byrd
Herron, Carla Powers
Hester, Larry T.
Hester, Linda Gordon
Hickey Jr., Firmin Albert
Hicks, Taylor M.
Higbie, Marcy L.
Higgins IV, John F.
Higgins, Pauline Edwards
Hightower, Hon. Richard F.
Higley, Hon. Laura Carter
Higley, Robert Allen
Hilder, Philip H.
Hill, Darla
Hill, Joseph M.
Hill, Timothy J.
Hilliard, Michael William
Hinds, Linda A.
Hinshaw, David L.
Hirsch, Michael A.
Hittner, Hon. David
Hoaglund, W. Allyn
Hobey, Paul William
Hobson, Carolyn Day
Hoeker, Wesley H.
Hodges, Ted A.
Hoerster, Pamela S.
Hoffman, Robert Stuart
Hogan Jr., Richard P.
Hohlt, John R.
Holiday, Dale M. (Rett)
Holland, David C.
Holland, Woodrow A.
Hollingsworth, Jarvis V.
Holloway, Gordon A.
Holloway, Gregory A.
Holrrah, David
Holm, Charles B.
Holmes, Hillary H.
Holmes, Patricia Hunt
Holtzman, Staci F.
Hooks III, Charles G.
Hoover, W. Gerald (Jerry)
Horan Jr., Timothy
Horne, Chastity Nycole
Horowitz III, Daniel D.
Hougland, William G.
Howard, C. Elaine
Howell, Connie W.
Howell, Donald L.
Howell Jr., Richard T.
Hubner, Glenn B.
Huff, Curtis W.
Humphries, Scott A.
Hurd, Cisselton Nichols
Hurd, Jill Duncan
Hurley, Robert Bruce
Hutchison III, Hon. John A.
Ilagan, Gary J.
Iler, David R.
Indelicato Jr., Joseph
Inlow, Michael David
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Ireland, Bradford Wald
Irvin, Michael P.
Israel, Sharon Audrey
Jackson, Donald D.
Jackson, Terry Don
Jackson, William James
Jacobs, Larry E.
Jacobs, Stephen C.
Jacobs, Veronica F.
Jamison, Hon. Martha Hill
Janicke, Prof. Paul M.
Jansen, Donald Orville
Jenkins, Helen Bishop
Jenkins, Joan F.
Jennings, Gray
Jeter, Cheryl Beard
Jewell, Karen
Jewell, Robert Vance
Johnson, Ann Marie
Johnson, Arnold Joseph
Johnson, Brian P.
Johnson, J.W. Don
Johnson, Hon. Nancy K
Johnson, Peter
Johnson, Robert W.
Jones, Bill
Jones, Carl M.
Jones, David Watkin
Jones, John Richard
Jones, John R.
Jones, Randall Lee
Jones, Robert A.
Joo, William E.
Jordan, Charles M.
Joseph, Gina M.
Joseph, Jane N.
Joye, Mark C.
Jukes, Richard Lee
Juneau, James J.
Junell Jr., William E.
Junker, Rita
Kaighen, Sondra
Kaldis, Sultana
Kalinec, Lawrence
Kaplan, Jeffrey A.
Karahan, Hon. Jay
Karotkin, Don
Kase, Kathryn M.
Katz, M. Marvin
Kay, Joel P.
Keller, Brenda S.
Kelley, Jay D.
Kelley, Teri H.
Kelly, Linda L.
Kelly, Mary Quella
Kelly, Neil D.
Kelly Jr., Wm. Franklin
Kelsey, John Wilson
Kennedy, Hon. Mary (Katie)
Katherine
Kennedy, Gregory T.
Kerr, Raymond C.
Kerr, Suzanne Henderson
Kerrigan, Hon. Patricia J.
Ketai, Lisa A.
Keyes, David R.
Keyes, Hon. Evelyn V.
Kidd, Donald Hamilton
Kilbride, Elizabeth
Kilpatrick, Robert D.
Kim, John H.
Kimball Jr., Albert B.
Kimball, James Michael
King, Charles G.
King, Daniel D.
Kinnan, David E.
Kirchner, Christine
Kirk, Dana G.
Kirk Jr., John R.
Kitchens, Wayne
Klaféhn, Lynn Marie
Knapp Jr., Fred M.
Knippa, Larry D.
Kocian, David A.
Koger, Douglas E.
Krebs Jr., Arno W.
Krebs, Stephen
Kreindler, Mitchell Reed
Krock, Kenneth M.
Kroger, Dr. Edward John
Kroger, Elizabeth
Kroger, Richard C.
Krueger, Katherine Kamp
Krule, C. Thomas
Kruze, Layne E.
Kuhn, Jeffrey S.
Kuntz, Hon. Annette
Kuntz, Stephen Allen
Kuryla, Matthew Lynn
Kurzschbach, George F.
Kuykendall, Kenneth D.
Lackey, Samuel Allen
LaFuze, William L.
Lake, Kathleen C.
Lake, Hon. Sim
Landers, Daniella D.
Lange III, B. John
Lanier, William Mark
Lapidus, Mark Ross
Lapidus, Mary Frances
Larkin, Lee M.
Larkin, Lee R.
Larry, Jay
Lasher, Hon. Patricia J.
Lastelick, Jerry
Lawhon, William G.
Lawson, Ben F.
Lawson, Elaine Louise
Lawwer, Dianne Whitehorn
Leboeuf, Robert L.
Lee, Gary Edwin
Lee, Stephen Howard
Lee, Thomas H.
Lee, Timothy F.
Lee, William Gentry
Lenox, Judith W.
Leonard, Tim S.
Lerner, Jane H.
Leven, Harris S.
Levy, Alene Ross
Levy, David Jack
Lewis, Ronald C.
Lilly, Earle S.
Lin, Patricia Edna
Lindamood, Steven Paul
Lindig, Janna Ivey
Lindley, J. Robin
Lindsay, Hon. Tony Davis
Link, Hon. Scott Reiter
Lipp, Nancy S.
Lisk, Derek J.
Litherland, Craig J.
Little, Douglas R.
Little, Randy D.
Litton, Ted C.
Locke, Gene L.
Locke, Nancy June
Loftin, Stephen McBride
Lonergan, Todd M.
Longoria, Janiece M.
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Looper, Donald R.
Looper, William Gregory
Love, Jeff B.
Lowenberg, Mike
Lowman Jr., Robert G.
Luby, Ellen L.
Luck Jr., William H.
Lukin, Mitchell D.
Luman III, John F.
Lundell, Craig M.
Lutsch, Keith Edward
Lykos, Nicholas J.
Lykos, Hon. Patricia Rae
MacIntyre Jr., Robert S.
MacNaughton, Ann L.
Maddox Jr., Charles J.
Madigan, Lawrence J.
Magee, Michael Walter
Maines, William P.
Maki, Amanda K.
Malinak, Robert Justin
Mallett, Edward
Mallia, Michael Patrick
Maloney, Marilyn C.
Mann, Lisa Gaye
Manning, Tammy C.
Marasigan, Martin Garcia
Markantonis, Frank
Markle, Spencer G.
Marks, Kenneth Stuart
Marmon, Shelley Bush
Marrs, Scott D.
Marshall, Diana E.
Marshall, John C.
Martin, Charles E.
Martin, David W.
Martin, Greg N.
Martin, Nancy F.
Martin, Neil
Mason, Beverly D.
Mason, Stephen M.
Matthews, Raymond T.
Matthews, Hon. Sylvia A.
Matthews, William E.
Mattingly, Edward A.
Mattox, Sharon Marie
Maxfield, Marietta M.
Mayer, Eric Julian
Mayer, Sylvia
Maynard Jr., Charles D.
Mayor, Richard B.
McAbee, Deborah F.
McAnelly, Eric B.
McAughan Jr., Robert J.
McBridge, Ralph D.
McCally, Hon. Sharon
McClahan, Randy J.
McCleary, Roger L.
McClore, Daniel M.
McConn Jr., Robert G.
McConn, Timothy Scott
McCorkle, Hon. Lamar
McCoy, Michael W.
McCreey III, Frank E.
McDade, Thomas R.
McDaniel, Jarrel D.
McDaniel, Timothy M.
McDonald, Tom
McDonald Jr., Wilburn O.
McDowell, Jeanne Caldwell
McElaney, Deborah Heaton
McEnroe, Michael A.
McEvily, Kevin Joseph
McFall, Donald B.
McFarland, Charles B.
McFarland, John Hatchett
McFarlane, Heather
McFaul, Duston Kenneth
McGee, Richard Kelly
McGowan, Gary
McGraw, James M.
McInnis, Richard Kevin
McInturf, Timothy T.
McKenzie, Melanie
McKerall, Mary J.
McKinley, Jack M.
McMahen, Thomas Vance
McLeod, Chanse Lane
McTopy, Sabrina A.
McWilliams, D. Bradley
Mellencamp, Lisa J.
Mendoza, Hon. David L.
Mends, Elisabeth
Meredith, John L.
Merrill, William R.H.
Metts, Harold
Michels, Joe
Midiari, Mark
Miles, Robin J.
Miller, Gary W.
Miller, Hon. Michael David
Miller, Thomas Alan
Miller, William Talbot
Milley, Hon. Maryrose
Milit, Hon. John W.
Mingleford, Judy Polise
Minor, Sterling A.
Mitchell, Paul L.
Mithoff, Richard Warren
Mizell, Hon. Patrick W.
Monsour, Trey Andrew
Monteith, Dorrance W.
Montgomery, Peggy O'Neill
Moore III, Harvin C.
Moore, James L.
Moore III, Thomas O.
Moore Jr., William Tyler
Moore-Turano, Lisa Ann
Moriarty, Michael A.
Morrill III, George Poe
Morris, Malcolm S.
Morris, Robbie S.
Morris, William D.
Morrison III, Richard R.
Morse III, Robert E. (Robin)
Mouledoux, Rene J.
Moulton, Cynthia R. Levin
Moy, Curt W.
Moy, Jacqueline L.
Munisteri, Stephen Peter
Murphrey, John B.
Murphy, Arthur Edward
Mustachio, John Phillip
Muzzy, Gray H.
Myers, Larry G.
Myres, Susan
Nass, Joel A.
Nations, Howard L.
Nelson, Gregory V.
Nelson, Pamela Robin
Nettles, Larry Wade
Neumann Jr., William G.
Newman, Mary Lee
Newtown, Anne
Nichols, Michael Cooper
Nickens, Jacks (J.C.)
Niebruegge, Michael E.
Niven, Tammi S.
Nixon, Joseph M.
Nobles, Jeffery Taylor
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Noel, Deanne M.
Noel, Robert C.
Nolan, Angela N.
Norris, John D.
Norwood, Edgar Ross
Novosad, Heath Aaron
Nowak, Kelly Anne
 Nugent, Paul C.
Oakley, Hon. Bruce D.
O’Brien, Hon. Michael L.
O’Brien, Michele N.
O’Connor Jr., Hon. Robert
Odam, John Will
Odom III, Al
O’Donnell III, Lawrence
Oehl, Susan Elizabeth
Ogden, William W.
O’Gorman, Kevin M.
O’Hern Jr., John L.
Old, Gwynne E.
Oldham, Dudley
Oldham, Jeffrey L. +
Oldham, Michael K.
O’Leary, J. Cavanaugh
Oliver, Kathleen Durkel
Oliver III, Rufus W.
Oliver-Parrott, Hon. Alice
Olson, Leif A.
Olson Jr., William A.
O’Neill, Hon. Eileen Frances
O’Neill, Hon. Harriet
Oppermann V, Gus David
Orlando, Michael Gary
Orlando, Michael A.
Orloff, Gary W.
Ormiston, James J.
Orr, Charlotte Cline
Orsburn, Charles C.
Osterberg Jr., Edward C.
Owen, Hon. Priscilla R.
Owens, Betty R.
Pace, Benny Clint
Pacheco, Sarah Patel
Packard, Katrina D.
Page III, G. Keyes
Page, J. D.
Paine Jr., Louis B.
Palakka, William R.
Palermo, Hon. Dena E.
Pappas, Chris C.
Pardue, Hon. Janice Elaine
Paris, Wayne H.
Parker, Dallas
Parkins, Lenard M.
Parnham, George J.
Parsley, Robert Strake
Parsons, Jeffrey Roger
Parsons, Katherine Dunn
Paseur, Geraldine M.
Paterson, Thomas W.
Patrick, Kathy Dawn
Patterson III, Edward James
Patterson, Kip
Payne, Alton Warren
Payne, George
Peacock III, J. Hoke
Peake, Hon. Sandra J.
Pearson, James Haralson
Pearson, Mary Bain
Peavy Jr., Hon. John Wesley
Pecht, Gerard G.
Peddie, Collyn Ann
Peebles, Richard A.
Peissel, Charles R.
Pels, Gerald J.
Pennington, Oliver
Perdue Jr., Jim M.
Perdue Sr., Jim M.
Perich, Thomas Joseph
Perin, Susan G.
Perry, Brent C.
Pesikoff, Bette
Peterson, Kay M.
Peterson Jr., Marvin B.
Pfeiffer, Connie H.
Phillips, Cheryl Smith
Phillips, David Lynn
Phillips Jr., Richard F.
Pickens, Andrew L.
Pilat, William R.
Plaeger II, Frederick Joseph
Poff, Joe Scott
Poiriot, Marla Thompson
Poland, Gary Michael
Pope, D. Bruce
Popov, Christopher
Porter III, T. William
Potter III, Harry Grant
Powell, Lisa A.
Powell, Michael T.
Pradel, Julie Baumgarten
Pratt, Carmen Cavazos
Pratt, Reagan D.
Price, Andrew P.
Price Jr., James Arthur
Price, Robert Embry
Prillaman, Phillip Miles
Primavera, Patrick Michael
Proctor, W. Thomas (Tommy)
Purcell, Timothy M.
Putnam, Frank M.
Putnam, Jeffrey J.
Putney, Rayburn P.
Quinn, Dean R.
Rachford, Laurie A.
Radney, Terry Lee
Rains, Jack Morris
Raley, John Wesley
Ramos, Hon. Dion
Ramsey, A. Benjamin
Rapoport, Nancy B.
Ratliff, Alan
Raven, Ricky
Rawitscher, Jack J.
Ray, Carl L.
Ray, Hon. Elizabeth
Ray, JoAnne
Raymond, Shawn L.
Rea, Loreta Huffard
Read, Frank T.
Rebman, John R.
Redden Jr., Joe W.
Redford, David C.
Reed, Jackson R.
Reed, Noelle Marie
Reeder Jr., James A.
Reedy, Robert G.
Reimer, Aaron Michael
Reiner, Howard Michael
Reitman, Jeffrey B.
Remels, Keith Mitchell
Renfroe, Tracie Jo
Rice, B. Stephen
Rice, Jon Collins
Richard, Gwen E.
Richards, Bradley J.
Richards, Jim M.
Rigby Jr., Ren Patrick
Rigo, Michael Henri
Roach Jr., Robert M. (Randy)
Robbins, Michael D.
Robeck, Mark R.
Roberson, John
Life Fellows (Continued)

Roberts III, Bennett J  
Roberts, Sean A.  
Robertson, Charles Brannon  
Robertson Jr., Hon. Samuel H.  
Robins, W. Ronald  
Rodgers, Anne M.  
Rodriguez, Cristina Espinosa  
Rodriguez, Doris  
Rodriguez, Mark Christopher  
Rogers, Sandra Phillips  
Rommel Jr., A. Ross  
Rondon, Hon. Recce  
Rosch III, William G.  
Ross Jr., Robert N.  
Rochberg, Edward  
Rouner, Robert L.  
Rowland III, Robert Alexander  
Royall, Donald Roth  
Royce Jr., Thomas L.  
Rubinsky, Abraham I.  
Rucker Jr., William W.  
Runge, Barbara K.  
Runner, Steven Scott  
Russell, Carolyn Ann  
Rumels, David Grayson  
Rustam, William Raffat  
Kustay, George A.  
Rustay, Jenn  
Ruzinskiy, Bruce J.  
Ryan, James Walker  
Ryan, Jason Michael  
Ryan, Thomas W.  
Ryan, Hon. Vince  
Ryan, Chris E.  
Rynd, Hon. Frank B.  
Sacks, David James  
Safi, Deborah Cavazo  
Sales, Travis J.  
Sammons, Mary Kathryn  
Sample, Molly McGuire  
Sampson, Alan G.  
Sampson Jr., Phillip Lynn  
Sanchez, Susan Barrington  
Sanders, John M.  
Sandvig, Douglas A.  
Schaffer, Randy Lee  
Schechter, Richard M.  
Schiffer, Adam P.  
Schiffman, Candace S.  
Schindler, Alyssa  
Schleider Jr., Ben H.  
Schlumberger, Pierre M.  
Schneider Sr., Hon. Michael H.  
Schneider Jr., Mike  
Scholvin, Margo Sneller  
Schroeder, Hon. Walter A.  
Schroepfer, Stephanie M.  
Schultz III, Carl Theobold  
Schultz, Marjorie S.  
Schwartz Sr., Newton B.  
Scheinle Jr., William E.  
Scofield, Denise U.  
Scofield Sr., John B.  
Scott, Jacalyn D.  
Scott, John P.  
Scott, Robert  
Scott, Ronald Ray  
Scott, W. Michael  
Sears, Terry H.  
Seegers, James D.  
Selden, Dr. Deborah June  
Selwyn, Douglas M.  
Shadwick, Jeffrey A.  
Shanks, Richard C.  
Shaper, Sue Z.  
Shapiro, Stefani  
Sharman, John L.  
Shaw Jr., Jo E.  
Shaw, Russell C.  
Sheehy, Richard A.  
Shely, John Bruce  
Shepherd, Robin  
Sheppard, Anthony D.  
Sherwood, William A.  
Shipley, George Thomas  
Short, James Keith  
Shouse, August E.  
Shrader, William C.  
Shults, Robert A.  
Shurn III, Peter J.  
Sibiski, Hannah DeMarco  
Sickler, Jennifer S.  
Siman, Paul V.  
Simons, Herbert D.  
Simpson, David W.  
Simpson, Reagan W.  
Sims, Marilyn S.  
Singleton Jr., Robert H.  
Skurner, Shannon J.  
Slobin, Stephanie Perin  
Smith, Bruce Dixie  
Smith, Donald Cone  
Smith Jr., Frank Forsythe  
Smith, James Patrick  
Smith Jr., L. Boyd  
Smith, L. Chapman  
Smith, Mel  
Smith, W. Creighton  
Smithier, John J.  
Smyser, Craig  
Smythe, Julian R.  
Snyder, Allison J.  
Soffer, Steven I.  
Soliz, Itze Navarro  
Sondock, Hon. Ruby Kless  
Southwick, James T.  
Southwick, Solace Kirkland  
Spain, Hon. Charles A.  
Spain, H. Daniel  
Spence, Ross  
Spiers, Jeffrey E.  
Spiller, John K.  
Spradling, Mark R.  
Spring III, James Joseph  
Staggs Jr., Frank Maurice  
Stahle, Craig L.  
Stansbury, Hon. Thomas O’Dell  
Stanton, Lynn Kuriger  
Starks, Mary Ann  
Steed, Christian A.  
Stein Jr., Robert F.  
Stephens, Ann  
Stephens, S. Shawn  
Steppe, J. D.  
Sterling, David Dykeman  
Stevens Jr., James R.  
Stevens III, Norman Lawrence  
’Larry’  
Stewart, Gail Woodson  
Stewart, Pamela L.  
Still Jr., Charles Henry  
Stinson, Cassie B.  
Stith, Kimberly Gec  
Stokes, Dalia B.  
Stokes, Macey Reasoner  
Strawn Jr., John R.  
Streit, David R.  
Stubbs, Samuel E.  
Sullivan, Hon. Kent C.  
Susman, Morton L.  
Swenson, William P.  
Swift, Robert J.  
Sydow, Michael D.
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Szalkowski, Charles
Tabor Jr., Albert S.
Tabor, Tobi A.
Tade, Jeanmarie B.
Taheri, Marshall
Tanner, Hugh E.
Tarry, Stephen C.
Taunton, Keith Ray
Tavormina, John W.
Taylor, Al
Taylor, Betty P.
Taylor, Darrell W.
Taylor, Raphael C.
Taylor, Tony F.
Temple, Tracy
Terrell, G. Irvin
Terry, Kathy Ann
Thomas, Bob
Thomas, Robert H.
Thompson, Layne Allen
Thompson, Victoria L.
Tigner, Ronald Edwin
Timmons Jr., Patrick F.
Tindall, Harry L.
Tobor, Ben D.
Tobor, Gloria F.
Tompkins, Jeffrey J.
Torigian, John S.
Torrence, Travis A.
Tottenham, Terry O.
Touchstone, W. Earl
Tough, Bruce C.
Townsend, John A.
Townsend, Roger
Tracey, Sean Patrick
Tran, Minh-Tam (Tammy)
Treistman, Carlos
Trimble, Dale L.
Tripp, Annette L.
Trostle, Terrriann
Tucker, Eliot P.
Tully, John F.
Turet Jr., Charles Sydney
Turner, John W.
Twining, H. Kent
Tyler, John K.
Tyson Jr., George Hart
Unger, Adrienne P.
Unger, John T.
Urquhart, Jack E
Uzick, Jeffrey Howard
Valka, Kenneth R.
Van Deilen, Harry J.
Van Fleet, George Allan
Van Slyke, Paul C.
Vastine II, W. Boone
Vaughan, Jack Murchison
Vazquez, Laney Michele
Venzke, John Paul
Veselka, Larry R.
Vest, Waverly
Vickery, Glenn Wheeler
Vincent, Nicholas
Waddell, Lauren
Wagner, Jon M.
Wainwright, Hon. Dale
Waldman, Steve
Waldrop Jr., Allister M.
Waldrop, Hon. Teresa J.
Walker, Geoffrey Kenly
Walker Jr., Jerry Vanzant
Walker, William Vincent
Wallace Jr., Bass Campbell
Wallar, James Gregory
Walsh III, Joseph T.
Walter, Douglas Gordon
Walter, Jr., B. J.
Walton, David Alan
Ward, Hon. Wesley R.
Wardell, Ronald
Warner, Lori J.
Warren, James B.
Waska, Ronald J.
Waters, King
Watkins, Steven J.
Watson, C. Michael
Watson, Cary S.
Watson, Harold K.
Watson, John Stewart
Watson, Lois McDade
Webb, Patricia H.
Webber, Janna Charlton
Webster, Ronald S.
Wege, Mark W.
Weil, Stephen I.
Weimer, Karen Hoovestol
Weinberg, Gregg S.
Weinberg, Michael
Weiner, Sanford A.
Welch, Fabene
Wellen, C. W.
Weller, Harvill E.
West, Lawrence Johnson
West, Timothy T.
Whalen, Brad M.
Wharton, Maureen A.
Wheat, Joe Franklin
Wheat, John William
White, Bonnie J.
White Jr., Wallace W.
Whitehead, Brenda Karen
Whiting, Hugh R.
Wickliff Jr., A. Martin
Wicoff, Patricia A.
Wiegand, Marc F.
Wilkinson, Hon. J. Michael
Wilkinson, Kristin D.
Williams, Allette B.
Williams, Lynne H.
Williams, Martha Toedt
Williams, Troy A.
Williamson, B. Edward
Williamson, Holly Harvel
Williford, John R.
Wills, Linda P.
Willy, George R.
Wilson, Eileen K
Wilson, Margaret Anne
Wilson, Michael M.
Wilson, Michael E.
Wilson, Hon. Randall W.
Wilson, Thomas H.
Winston, David Price
Winton, Cynthia Brooks
Wise, Hon. Ken
Wise, Mark E.
Wisner, Robert R.
Witschey Jr., R. Daniel
Wittig, Hon. Don
Wofford, Travis
Wolcott, Craig Stephen
Wombwell, John F.
Wong, Russell Taft
Wood, Michael Wade
Wood, Hon. Mike
Wood, Hon. Sharolyn P.
Wood III, William A. (Trey)
Wooldridge, Hon. John Thomas
Work, Hon. Jeff
Wotring, Earnest W.
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Wright, Lennon C.
Wright, Robert P.
Wu, Ted H.
Wulfie, Scott Neal
Wynn, Forrest J.
Yates, Herbert Daugherty
Yates III, Sam M. 'Trey'
Yeates, Marie Roach
Yoshor, Shira R.
Young, Beverly Ann
Young, Lawrence Avery
Young, Marc A.
Yzaguirre, Katherine M.
Zavitsanos, John
Zdunkewicz, David A.
Zeidman, Mark R.
Zgourides, John Gus
Zimmerman, Marcia L.
Zinkhan, Lydia S.
Zummo, Patrick Andrew
Zwernemann, Donald H.
Fellows

Aana, Mariame M.
Aana, Patrick
Abernathy, Paige
Abramson, Brian Alan
Absmeier, Michael Robert
Adams, Michael Wade
Ajamie, Thomas R.
Akpan, Anietie Maureen-Ann
Al-Bahish, Ann L.
Andrews, Jeffrey A.
Archer, Anna M.
Augustine, Marcus
Aziz, Muhammad "Mo"
Baden, Alan P.
Bailey, Stephen R.
Baker, Walter A.
Barger, Jessica Zavadil
Barrow Jr., C. Dennis
Beaty, Nugent Dwayne (D.J.)
Beausoleil, Sharon Marie
Beers, Brad
Beeson, Amy Parker
Bennett, Michael Byron
Berrolino, Tony R.
Bissett, Michaela
Bissinger, David K.
Blackwell III, James Odis
Blair, Julie Ann
Boutet, Brookside Bonvillain
Boutet, Ryan Elmer
Brahmbhatt, Sejal K.
Breaux, Natasha Belle
Brewer, Jamie
Briek, Whitney Nicole
Briones, Adam D.
Briones, Hon. Lesley Mitchell
Brogdon, Lauren
Brown, Alice Annette
Bruno, Nicholas
Bryant, Mitchell
Burck, H. Mark
Cabello, Tessa
Caire, Brandon E.
Callahan, Bryce L.
Callier, Joseph
Cancienne, Michael
Cantrell, Ryan
Carter, Hon. Kyle
Carvalho, Donna H.
Casey III, Charles Augustus
Cassidy, Laura Kissel

Castro, Alicia F.
Caughhey, Hon. Jennifer Vosko
Caughhey, Ryan
Chandler, Anne
Cheeseman, Kimberly
Close, Howard L.
Collier, Hon. Rabeea
Conticello, Karen Ann
Cowell, Tracey D.
Cooper, Jennifer J.
Cormier, Glenn F.
Grain, Stephen Burton
Crane, Aaron Robert
Cruse III, Sam William
Dale, Laura D.
David, Katharine Davenport
Dawson, Gwendolyn
Dawson, Kaitlyn Marie
Deffebach, Matthew Thomas
Deis, John Jason
Dillard, Brannon C.
DiMichele, Sabrina L.
Dobbins, Matthew Thomas
Doinneau, Emma
Doye, Michael Patrick
Doye, Ty
Duke, Brandon W
Dumesnil, Bryan S.
Dyer, Billy Coe
Dyer, Stephen Taylor
Eastland, S. Gardner
Ebanks, Allison R.
Ebaugh, Nelson S.
Eckert, Darah Lyn
Edelman, Andrew Leonard
Edrington, Laura G.
Edwards, Amanda K.
Ergenbright, Kate Celeste
Ervin, Courtney
Evans, Caite Irene
Evans, Randall E.
Feeney, Kevin M.
Ferguson, Laura L.
Fitzgerald, Rachel Irene
Flores, Reies (Rey)
Foley, Zandra
Ford, Jacklyn J.
Ford, Robert Henry
Ford IV, Sammy
Foster, J. Gail
Franklyn, Anthony R.

Frazier, Mary Elizondo
Freeman, Elizabeth C.
Frost, Frederick Allen
Frost, Hon. Keri Thompson
Gainer, Michael T.
Gallagher, Michael Murphy
Garrison, Hon. Tanya N.
Garza, Christian Albert
Gejji, Parth Sudhir
Gelsomini, Jesse Joseph
Gerard, Eric K.
Germano, Lindsay Marie
Giugliano, Mark Anthony
Glaser, Courtney Blaire
Glover, Joel R
Glover, Meagan Wilder
Goldblatt, Shayna Michelle
Golub, Jeffrey M.
Gonsoulin, Benjamin E.
Goodfellow, Maine Stephan
Gorman, Sean
Gottlieb, Kathryn Elizabeth
Gould, Gary Yevelev
Gratz, Andrew C.
Gray, J. Cary
Gray, Michelle Elizabeth
Greer, Jennifer Horan
Gregor, Thomas M
Griffin, Jeffrey E.
Grinstein, Joseph Samuel
Grundemarie, Tara
Guiley, Aundrea Kristine
Hall, Hon. Ursula A.
Halter, Amanda Gerke
Hammond, Laina Reinsmith
Hanen, Kelly Elizabeth
Hardig Jr., John (J.J.)
Hefley, Amy Pharr
Henneman, Matthew B.
Hernandez, James A.
Herschaft, Jeremy A.
Higgason, Robert William
Hill, Gregory C.
Ho, Hon. Yvonne
Hollenbeck, Richard Russell
Hollingsworth, Derek Shane
Hopkins, Michael D.
Houghton, Richard
Houston, Samuel Ainsworth
Howell, Richard Andrew
Huber, Joshua A.
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Huddle, Hon. Rebeca Aizpuru
Ishii, Jonathan M.
Jackson, Jeremy
Jacobs, Kevin Thomas
Janoe, J. Scott
Jenkins, Blake A.
Jennings III, Bethew Bertrand
Johnston, Jeffrey S.
Jones, Jeremy T.
Kaim, Anthony N.
Kamin, Elizabeth Bonwillain
Kamin, Preston Tucker
Kaplan, Alexander L.
Kaplan, Lee L.
Kapoor, Mini
Karuturi, Monica
Keefer, Shannon (Shae)
Keith, Sara Mya
Kherkerher, Steven Joseph
Kjelsberg, Paul B.
Kleber, Ashley McKeand
Koush, Gregory R.
Kretzer, Seth
Kubiak, Jeffrey
Kubin, Jeffrey C.
Kuehnle, Jeffrey T.
La Rata, Robert F.
Langham, Chanler Ashton
Larson, Amy
Larson, Eric R.
Layrisson III, Louis Edward
LeDoux-Cortez, Dana Michelle
LeRoy, Tracy N.
Letourneau, Keith B.
Lewis, Russell Carter
Lewis, Tiffany Nicole
Long, Geoffrey Allen
Longtain, Sara Catherine
Loocke, Blair R.
Lorenzen, Chris A.
Lorick, Mia Breaux
Lotz, Kristin Kruse
Lotz, Wesley Graham
Lunceford, Hon. Erin E.
Machado, Kelsey McDowell
Mafrique, Hon. Sophia A.
Marrow, James Christian
Mason, Dwayne L.
Massengale, Hon. Michael C.
Massey, Dwaine
Mathur, Utsav
Matthews, Jr., Michael Drew
McCady, Annie
McCay, R. Scott
McClellan, William Westwood (Woody)
McGarvey, Cassandra M.
McGowan, Marie C.
McQuaid, Kristina A.
Meacham, Charles E.
Meade, Andrew K.
Miller, Allison Standish
Miller, Hon. Beau Alan
Miller, Isreal James
Milner, Deborah Carleton
Mize, Katherine T.
Molin, Laura Trenaman
Momanaee, Audrey F.
Moore, Gregory James
Moore, Hon. Roy L.
Morgan, Ryan Nicklaus
Morgan, Vincent
Morris, Kelley Clark
Morris, Larry Creston
Murphy, Jason F.
Murray, Christopher Mark
Najam, Ayeshia
Narcisse, Holly Roberts
Naylor Jr., Donald R.
Needle, Jonathan William
Nini, Holly Chastain
Norfleet, Kelli Stephenson
Nostatine, Kerry
O'Driscoll, Erin Elizabeth
Okin, Matthew Scott
Olson, James Edwin
Owens, Randall Carroll
Papert, Michael
Pardue, J. Eric
Parseghian, Seepan V.
Pate, Stephen Patrick
Peterson, Denise Erek
Pogge, Colin Cairney
Porter, John William
Powers, Jason Michael
Rainer, Carlos Ray
Razim, Edward A.
Rice, Bryon Allyn
Richards, Emery Gullickson
Rivas-Molloy, Hon. Veronica
Rivers, Cameron Kyle
Roberts, Alex B.
Roberts, Eryn Elizabeth
Robinson, Jane Langdell
Rodi, David M.
Rodriguez, Jessica Marie Morris
Roffwarg, Aaron P.
Rommelmann, Douglas William
Rommelmann, Nancy L.
Roosth, Rachel G.
Ross, Brian Turner
Rutter, Kent G.
Sandill, Kelly
Sandill, Hon. Ravi K.
Schafer, Richard Alan
Seely, Charles Michael
Sellers, Philip A.
Sevier Jr., Vernon A.
Sheeren, David Michael
Shield, Christopher A.
Simoneaux Jr., Hon. Jerry W.
Skagerberg, Kate
Smith, Jennifer
Smith, Quentin L.
Snell, Amy Louise
Sousan, Nicole
St. Yves, Diane Marie
Stanfield, Craig A.
Stone, Craig Edward
Stowe, William J.
Strahan, M. Katherine
Streett, Aaron Michael
Stuart, Kimberly Rose
Susman, Harry Paul
Swanson, Sarahjane Davidson
Tanner, Alexander Parrish
Taylor, David Frank
Taylor, Natasha N.
Taylor, Thomas W.
Torres, Samantha P.
Trachtenberg, Mark Ryan
Tucker, Hugh
Turner, Eliot Fielding
Urtecht, Gavin Kenneth
Valera, Jose L.
Van Steenis, Jon Anthony
Vick, Bridget Burke
Vick, Gabe Thomas
Vineyard, Daniel E.
Visage, Tony Lee
Waite, Mark Allen
Wall, David G.
Wehrer, Greg R.
Whiteley, Richard F.
Whittle, Jeffrey Scott
Wilkinson Jr., George O.
Williams, Charles Manning
Williams, Jason Edward
Williamson, Steven
Wilson, Stacianne M.
Winsor, Lawrence
Woelfel, Jana Hale
Wood, Carol M.
Wright, Thomas Clark
Wyly, Brad Thomas
Yale, Paul G.
Yarborough, Patrick
Yeh, Andrew Allen
Young, Phyllis Y.
Zimmerer, Hon. Jerry Lee
Zuñiga, Krisina Janaye
Zwernemann, Allen Holden
Equal Access Champions

Thank you to these firms and companies who have agreed to assume a leadership role in providing equal access to justice for all Harris County citizens. Each has made a commitment to provide representation in a certain number of cases through the Houston Volunteer Lawyers.

Abraham, Watkins, Nichols, Agosto, Aziz & Stogner
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Baker Botts L.L.P.
BakerHostetler LLP
Balch & Bingham LLP
Beck Redden LLP
Blank Rome LLP
Bracewell LLP
Law Office of David Hsu
Brogden and Associates
CenterPoint Energy, Inc.
Chamberlain Hrdlicka
Chevron USA
Dentons US LLP
The Erickson Law Firm
Eversheds Sutherland US LLP
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Fleurinord Law PLLC
Foley & Lardner LLP
Frye and Benavidez, PLLC
Fuqua & Associates, P.C.
Gibbs & Bruins LLP
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
Gray Reed
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Halliburton Energy
Hasley Scarano, L.L.P.
Haynes and Boone, L.L.P.
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Jackson Walker L.L.P.
Jenkins & Kamin, L.L.P.
The Jurek Law Group, PLLC
Katine & Nechman L.L.P.
Kean Miller LLP
Law Firm of Min Gyu Kim PLLC
King & Spalding LLP
KoonsFuller, P.C.
The LaFitte Law Group, PLLC
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Locke Lord LLP
LyondellBasell Industries
Martin R.G. Marasigan Law Offices
Marathon Oil Company
McDowell & Hetherington LLP
McGarvey PLLC
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Norton Rose Fullbright US LLP
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart P.C.
Painter Law Firm PLLC
Rita Pattini, Attorney at Law
Law Office of Robert E. Price
Rapp & Krock, PC
Reed Smith LLP
Law Office of Cindi L. Rickman
Royston, Rayzor, Vickery & Williams, LLP
Sanchez Law Firm
Shell Oil Company
Shipley Snell Montgomery LLP
Shortt & Nguyen, P.C.
Sidley Austin LLP
Angela Solice, Attorney at Law
Sorrels Law
Squire Patton Boggs
Diane C. Treich, Attorney at Law
Law Office of Norma Levine Trusch
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Weycer, Kaplan, Pulaski & Zuber, P.C.
Wilson, Cribbs, & Goren, P.C.
Winstead PC
Winston & Strawn LLP
Yetter Coleman LLP
Hassan Assad is a professional wrestler best known as Montel Vontavious Porter, or “MVP.” At age 16, Assad was convicted of armed robbery and served 9-and-a-half years in prison. He started wrestling school in 2000. His talents and hard work ascended him to top of the WWE ladder, wrestling in sold out arenas and against ring legends, such as Ric Flair and John Cena. Not only is Assad one of the longest reigning wrestling champions in WWE and professional wrestling history, but he also captured the WWE dual tag team championship title with Matt Hardy while still holding a U.S. championship title.

While he is best known for his stints with the WWE, Assad has worked for a number of wrestling organizations around the world. Amongst many of his wrestling accomplishments, Assad was the first inaugural IWGP Intercontinental champion in Japan.

Assad is also an International Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Federation world champion. He competed in the purple belt master 4 division in December 2020 and won first place. While on the podium to receive his gold medal, and because of his victory in the purple division, he was promoted to brown belt. He continues to train with the goal of attaining black belt status.

Aside from his involvement and accomplishments in the wrestling arena, he is passionate about prison reform and music. Assad has spoken extensively about the need for prison reform in the United States. He is a rapper and poet who has released an album and continues to periodically release music on streaming music platforms.
Houston Bar Foundation Awards

Outstanding Contribution to the Dispute Resolution Center
When the call goes out for volunteers, the DRC can always count on Jill Arntz. Her generous dedication and enthusiastic support to the DRC this past year is evidenced by her accomplishment of mediating more cases than any other volunteer. She is always ready to help when needed most. Her commitment to serve those less fortunate, often with little advance notice, has had a monumental impact on the growth of the DRC's services, not only on probate matters in the Litigation Program, but on the Family and Community departments as well. Her contribution has been invaluable, and the DRC counts on her to settle some of its most challenging and complex cases. Jill Arntz's law practice concentrates on estate and probate matters.

Longevity of Exemplary Service to the Dispute Resolution Center
A longtime friend of the DRC, Brenda Page's tireless efforts and unfailing support through 14 years have earned her this well-deserved recognition. Her selfless contribution and distinguished record of service have greatly contributed to the DRC's success. She has mediated for the Center's Community, Family and Litigation programs when help is needed on their most challenging and difficult cases. She has garnered countless accolades from DRC staff and is considered a "go-to" volunteer whenever there is a critical need. Prior to practicing law, Brenda Page was a brokerage services manager and bank vice president of security operations. Her areas of practice include probate, family, real estate, and business. Brenda Page is a shining example of how one person's skills and dedication can have a lasting influence.

Outstanding Legal Article in The Houston Lawyer
Jennifer Davidow, Xperanza Uviedo, and Akilah Craig are recipients of this year’s award recognizing an outstanding legal article in The Houston Lawyer. In the winning article, “Generational Perspectives on Adapting to the Evolving Legal Landscape,” these authors representing different generations shared their insight into workplace integration, building mentorship networks, and fostering
company culture in a post-pandemic world.
Ms. Davidow is senior counsel at Fogler, Brar, O’Neil & Gray LLP. Ms. Craig is an employment attorney at Locke Lord LLP, and Ms. Uviedo is a first-year associate at Shipley Snell Montgomery LLP.
The Foundation would like to thank Dean Michael Barry of South Texas College of Law, Dean Leonard Baynes of the University of Houston Law Center, and Interim Dean Okezie Chukwumerije of Thurgood Marshall School of Law for serving as the selection committee.

Harris County Bench Bar Pro Bono Awards

Each year, the HBA’s Harris County Bench Bar Pro Bono Awards Committee reviews and selects recipients for the Harris County Bench Bar Pro Bono Awards. The awards recognize the outstanding pro bono work performed during the previous year through any recognized legal services provider or through direct legal representation on behalf of any nonprofit that serves the community.

For the first time, we are presenting these special awards at the HBF Annual Luncheon to recognize these recipients.

Thank you to the 2022-2023 Harris County Bench Bar Pro Bono Awards Committee, comprised of HBA board members, leaders of other local bar associations, and members of the Harris County judiciary.

Co-chairs: Christopher V. Popov and Hon. Latosha Lewis Payne
Committee Members:
Diana Gomez, Houston Bar Association President-Elect
Jennifer A. Hasley, Houston Bar Association Past President
Traci A. Gibson, Houston Lawyers Association
Nicole Su, Asian American Bar Association
Hon. Joe Villarreal, Mexican-American Bar Association of Houston
Daniel Rodriguez, Hispanic Bar Association of Houston
Hon. Ana Martinez, 179th Criminal District Court
Hon. Te’iva Bell, 339th Criminal District Court
Hon. Tanya Garrison, 157th Civil District Court
Hon. Jeralynn Manor, 80th Civil District Court
Hon. Janice Berg, 247th Family District Court
Mindy Davidson, HBA Executive Director
Corporate Law Department –
To inspire a culture of pro bono within the LyondellBasell Legal Department, Lyondell Basell hosted a pro bono training followed by a networking happy hour. In addition to building camaraderie between LYB and HVL staff, the training and happy hour resulted in eight LyondellBasell pro bono attorneys representing 13 HVL clients in 2022. LyondellBasell also sponsored a Friday Legal Advice Line, donating 56 hours as their attorneys gave advice and counsel to dozens of clients. With a special interest in supporting the hundreds of veterans who come to HVL for legal assistance, LyondellBasell assisted vets and other clients with record sealing and expungement through their Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion team. This important work clears the path so veterans can seek housing, jobs, and get on with their lives.

Large Law Firm - BAKER BOTTS
An Equal Access to Justice Champion since 2007, attorneys at Baker Botts consistently represent 100+ cases each year. Baker Botts attorneys worked on 143 client matters in 2022, taking 64 new cases during the year, 36 of which were tenants appealing their eviction judgments in the Harris County Civil Courts at Law. Working with their corporate partner, Shell, Baker Botts attorneys supported the Medical Legal Partnership between HVL and Texas Children’s Hospital, handling guardianship cases for 11 families in need. Baker Botts attorneys also consistently donate numerous hours to providing advice and counsel to clients through the Friday Legal Advice Line.

Midsize Law Firm - Beck Redden
Beck Redden has volunteered with HVL since it was founded in the early 90s, solidifying their commitment to providing pro bono work by becoming an Equal Access to Justice Champion in 2007. Beck Redden attorneys have handled more than 200 cases, including litigation matters (divorce and evictions) in 2022. In addition to working with HVL’s clients, Beck Redden attorney Jackie Furlow is completing her third year as a member of the Board of Directors of HVL. Beck Redden attorneys have taken cases in a variety of legal matters and most recently have supported the Medical Legal Partnership between HVL and Texas Children’s Hospital by providing legal assistance with critical guardianship cases for families whose children turn 18 and need continued parental/guardian care.
Small Firm – Diggs & Sadler
Diggs & Sadler was lead counsel in two pro bono appeals for amicus briefs by the American Board of Trial Advocates (ABOTA)- both the Texas and the national organizations. The issue briefed in the first case was the right to an in-person jury trial. The second case involves the right to a jury trial under the Texas Constitution. Three of the firm’s attorneys spent a total of nearly 500 hours of pro bono work on these matters in 2022.

Small Firm – Martin RG Marasigan Law Office
Attorneys at the Martin RG Marasigan Law Office have been volunteering for more than 10 years and made the commitment to become an Equal Access to Justice Champion in 2007. According to the HVL, family law cases are the most frequent type of cases they have and often the hardest to place with pro bono attorneys. In the last 10 years, the Martin RG Marasigan Law Office has handled 54 divorce cases. Martin Marasigan volunteered to provide advice during a Friday Legal Advice line clinic last August and extended that commitment by agreeing to represent two of the clients he spoke to with their divorce matters.

Individual – Jane L. Ray
Jane L. Ray, a senior counsel at Yetter Coleman, dedicated nearly 120 hours on pro bono cases last year. The majority of those hours were spent on an immigration matter, where Ms. Ray and a team of attorneys obtained Special Immigrant Juvenile Status for a client in Houston. Ms. Ray also dedicated 10 pro bono hours to a First Amendment case, resulting in a successful mediation of the client’s claim. Ms. Ray is also dedicated to pro bono through her professional contributions with the firm, including her work on a more than decade-long foster case the firm had taken to address and fix the problems within the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services.
Heart of Pro Bono Award – Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Hillary H. Holmes, and The Pro Bono Squad

The Heart of Pro Bono Award was established in 2022 as a special award to posthumously recognize Zenobia Harris Bivens, an outstanding member of the Houston community. This year, the Harris County Bench Bar Pro Bono Award Committee presents this award to the firm Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP, firm partner Hillary H. Holmes, and a group of six first-year associates known as The Pro Bono Squad (Ezra Brown, Kyle Clendenon, Iris Hill Crabtree, Mason Gauch, To Nhu Huynh, and Hayden Theis).

In addition to Ms. Holmes’ service on the HBF Board of Directors, under her leadership, Gibson Dunn attorneys accepted nearly 60 pro bono cases in total in 2022.

During the 2022 Harvest Celebration Peer-to-Peer Campaign, the firm’s Pro Bono Squad volunteered to take on five HVL cases and opened four new pro bono matters at the firm—the first time they had ever opened a new matter. Their work accounted for over 20% of all pro bono work completed by the 62 attorneys at Gibson Dunn’s Houston office last year.
As part of our gratitude, we offer continuing thanks to those who have led us since the inception of the Houston Bar Foundation in 1982 when it was boots on the ground. And we look forward to our future leaders and what greatness they will bring.

Thank you to these past HBF Chairs for your service to the Foundation

James B. Sales (’83)
John H. Cooker, Jr.* (’84)
Richard P. Hogan, Sr.* (’85)
John D. Ellis, Jr.* (’86)
Richard Royds* (’87)
Robert DeWitt (’88)
Michael Moehlman (’89)
Kenneth Wynne (’90)
Donald F. Wood (’91)
Blake Tartrt* (’92)
Scott E. Rozzell (’93)
D. Gibson Walton* (’94)
John F. Rhem (’95)
Paula W. Hinton (’96)
James V. Derrick, Jr. (’97)
Otway B. Denny, Jr. (’98)
Mark S. Snell* (’99)
Ronald C. Lewis (’00)
T. Mark Kelly (’01)
Marcy E. Kurtz* (’02)
Frank G. Jones (’03)
Lynn Kamin (’04)
William K. Kroger (’05)
Tracie J. Renfroe (’06)
Karl S. Stern (’07)
Debra T. Baker (’08)
Stewart W. Gagnon (’09)

Kent “Rocky” W. Robinson (’10) *
William C. (Bill) Lowrey (’11)
Robert J. McAuslan (’12)
Glenn A. Ballard, Jr. (’13)
John Eddie Williams, Jr. (’14)
William B. Buck (’15)
Denise Scofield (’16)
Travis Sales (’17)
Barrett Reasoner (’18)
Travis Torrence (’19)
Susan Bickley (’20)
Polly Fohn (’21)
Christian Garza (’22)

*deceased
**2023 Houston Bar Foundation Board**

**Chair**
Monica Karuturi
CenterPoint Energy, Inc.

**Vice Chair**
Quentin L. Smith
Vinson & Elkins LLP

**Vice Chair**
Krisina Zuñiga
Susman Godfrey L.L.P.

**Treasurer**
Hillary H. Holmes
Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP

**Immediate Past Chair**
Christian A. Garza
Enterprise Products

**2022-2024 Director**
Linda Hester

**2022-2024 Director**
Sejal Brahmbhatt
Williams Hart & Boundas, LLP

**2022-2024 Director**
Richard Whiteley
Bracewell LLP

**2023-2025 Director**
Sara Keith
Shell USA, Inc.

**2023-2025 Director**
Andrew Gratz
LyondellBasell

**2023-2025 Director**
Holly Nini
CITGO Petroleum Corp.

**2023-2025 Director**
Christopher D. Northcutt
Chevron Corporation

**Ex Officio**
HBA President
Christopher V. Popov
Vinson & Elkins LLP

**Ex Officio**
Secretary
Mindy Davidson
Houston Bar Association
Thank you!
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